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    TAPS AND FITTINGS 

by a MASTER HAND
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THE CENTREPIECE  
OF EVERY KITCHEN – 

CERAMIC SINKS

The kitchen is a special place where culinary delights and 

the pleasure of enjoying one another’s company conjure 

up a uniquely convivial feel. At Villeroy&Boch we have 

been celebrating this special place for over 270 years with 

high-quality and innovative products which aesthetically 

combine form and function. Produced from natural mate-

rials, our diverse range of ceramic sinks blend traditional 

and modern elements to perfection. Designed to suit your 

style and everyday needs.

Villeroy&Boch – turning houses into homes.

A special touch of character
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The Style of Villeroy&Boch

Our aim is to make everyday life in the kitchen as simple, safe 

and user-friendly as possible. This aspiration gives rise to new 

products that set new standards in hygiene, functionality and 

durability. Our high-quality TitanCeram is a case in point. 

This innovative ceramic material makes highly intricate yet 

robust design possible. Even at a thickness of just 8 mm. This 

enables our sinks to feature precise edges and clear lines while 

retaining their robustness and extreme durability. The dirt- 

repellent CeramicPlus surface finish also sets the highest 

hygiene standards here. And the new crystal-clear laminar jet 

for selected tap fittings helps to avoid splashing when washing 

fruit and vegetables. Discover the numerous innovations from 

Villeroy&Boch and transform your sink into the beautiful and 

versatile heart of your kitchen.

INNOVATION
Discover

Day after day, you can experience the results of our research  
and development. With great attention to detail,  

our innovative products and solutions meet the requirements  
of the kitchen particularly well.
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The Style of Villeroy&Boch

Enjoy
Since 1748, the name Villeroy&Boch has been a byword  

for the utmost in quality and dependability. With precise craftsmanship,  
state-of-the-art technology and strict quality standards, we create products that,  

even many years later, function just as well as they did on the first day.

QUALITY

When it comes to the quality of our products, we 

always aspire to absolute perfection. We want our sinks 

to bring you lasting enjoyment. This is why we offer 

many reliable solutions, which are sure to inspire you 

with their first-class quality and remarkable durability. 

This is ensured by all our experience in ceramic   

production, with new ideas, systematic research and 

strict quality controls.

An aspiration you can experience in every detail. It is 

evident in the careful workmanship of our products – and 

in their perfect functionality. It can be seen in the scratch- 

resistant ceramics, hygienic surfaces and kitchen tap 

fittings which consist entirely of stainless steel in order to 

offer the utmost safety when dispensing drinking water. 

With each of our products, you can rest assured of owning 

an item of lasting value.
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The Style of Villeroy&Boch

Winning design: The Subway Style kitchen sink won the Kitchen Innovation Award in 2021, followed by the German Design Award in 2022.

Beautiful design is as much a part of modern kitchens as 

good food. It becomes an expression of individual style and 

creates an ambience in which you like to spend time. 

Timelessly modern forms and designs from Villeroy&Boch 

make the sink area a functional workplace and aesthetic 

design highlight in one. “Warm minimalism” is one of the 

hottest interior design trends of the moment. Minimalist 

and homely in one. The new colour Almond, featuring an 

ivory beige tone – developed by the designer Gesa Hansen –

adds a pleasantly earthy yet elegant touch to the kitchen. 

Be inspired by a diverse range of kitchen taps and fittings 

in striking colours, designed to reflect your style to perfection.

DESIGN
Stylish design has always been Villeroy&Boch’s trademark.  

With a fine sense for trends, we design distinctive sink areas  
that make life your kitchen more beautiful and more user-friendly.

Experience
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Whether classically elegant or cosy, clear-cut and modern 

or with a natural charm – we have examined the latest interior 

and design trends for you. On the following pages, you will 

discover lots of tips and suggestions on how to achieve 

your lifestyle with Villeroy&Boch, and turn the kitchen 

into the stylish hub of your home. Find inspiration!

Style is something quite personal. But how to best express  
individuality in the kitchen? Discover the unmistakable style of the  
Villeroy&Boch kitchen sinks, taps and fittings and be inspired by  

numerous creative ideas for interior design.

The Style of
VILLEROY&BOCH
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THE STYLE OF VILLEROY & BOCH

SUBWAY 60 S Page 42 
FINERA TAP Page 66 

SUBWAY 50 S FLAT Page 42 
UMBRELLA TAP Page 73

More on this look:

The return  
   of elegance

Clear, classic shapes,  
fine materials and rich,  

dark colours have a timelessly 
elegant effect. Using these  

in combination with glossy 
 accessories makes the look 
even more exquisite and  

makes the kitchen come alive.
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Back to nature

ARCHITECTURA 60 XR Page 18 
SUBWAY STYLE SHOWER TAP Page 72 
BUTLER SINK, DOUBLE BOWL Page 38
AVIA 2.0 TAP Page 62

More on this look:

High-quality wooden 
 furniture and striking 
 countertops in wood or  

stone have a particularly 
 authentic effect. Pretty pots  

of herbs complete the natural 
character of the kitchen.
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THE STYLE OF VILLEROY & BOCH

The art 
   of omission

SUBWAY 60 XL Page 42
STEEL EXPERT 2.0 TAP Page 70

SILUET 60 Page 32 
FINERA TAP Page 66

More on this look:

Minimalist shapes,  
lines and surfaces  

radiate calm and focus  
on the  essentials:  

the functionality and 
 aesthetics of the room.
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ADVANTAGES OF CERAMIC SINKS

Premium quality a lifetime long

ESPECIALLY EASY TO 
CLEAN
Our ceramic is very easy to clean. Thanks to the 
CeramicPlus finish, dirt and limescale almost 
 disappear of their own accord.

HYGIENIC AND  
FOOD-SAFE
The natural material does not take on flavours  
or smells and so is absolutely food safe.

SHOCK-RESISTANT
Thanks to the great material stability, the sinks 
are impact-resistant, even when heavy pots and pans 
and placed on them.

HEAT-RESISTANT 
Hot oven dishes don’t leave a mark on 
Villeroy&Boch ceramic sinks.

16



SCRATCH- AND  
KNIFE-RESISTANT
The high-quality surface is so robust that even knives 
hardly leave a trace.

ACID-RESISTANT
Our ceramic easily withstands contact with 
acidic foods or household cleaning agents.

Kitchen sinks are subject to considerable stress because contact with acidic foods, sharp kitchen implements and hot pans is part and parcel of everyday life. This makes the quality of the material all the 
more important. With a ceramic sink from Villeroy&Boch, you benefit from 270 years of experience, revolutionary production techniques and 100% natural raw materials. For maximum comfort, minimum 
maintenance and unparalleled durability.

villeroyboch.com/ceramicproperties

LIGHTFAST IN EACH 
COLOUR
Even after long-term exposure to direct sunlight, 
our ceramic colours stay as vivid as on the very 
first day.

STAIN-PROOF
Food and drinks don’t leave any trace on the surfa-
ce of our ceramic sinks.

17ADVANTAGES OF CERAMIC SINKS



ARCHITECTURA
Classic design with a contemporary twist
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JO Chromite
glossy

KG Snow White
glossy

RW Stone 
White

SM SteamTR Timber

KR Crema
glossy

FU Ivory AM AlmondR1 White Alpin
glossy

S5 EbonySL Stone i4 GraphiteKD Fossil

ARCHITECTURA Colours

villeroyboch.com/architectura-kitchen

The Architectura collection features homogeneous surfaces and 
particularly harmonious lines. The kitchen sinks are produced in 
high-quality ceramic, making them particularly resistant to extreme 
temperatures. They are totally impervious to hot pans, frozen food 
and household chemicals.

ARCHITECTURA 60  in White Alpin with STEEL EXPERT 2.0  in solid stainless steel

ARCHITECTURA 50  in Ebony with COMO SHOWER  in solid stainless steel

19ARCHITECTURA



ARCHITECTURA 60 XR in White Alpin with SORANO SKY SHOWER in solid stainless steel

20



ARCHITECTURA 60 XR in Graphite with SORANO SKY SHOWER in solid stainless steel

Cosy country-house style for  the modern kitchen

Architectura is also a perfect choice for country-house style kitchens. 
Anyone who likes to cook a lot will find the new Architectura 60 XR 
model particularly convenient: in addition to the large draining area, 
the sink has a strainer bowl that is practical when cleaning vegetables 
or draining pasta. An optional and precise-fitting steamer tray is also 
available. You will also appreciate the extra draining possibility if you 
prefer to wash your best glasses by hand.

21ARCHITECTURA



CISTERNA
Seamless design option
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KG Snow White
glossy

RW Stone 
White

TR TimberKR Crema
glossy

JO Chromite
glossy

S5 EbonyKD FossilSM Steam SL Stone i4 Graphite

FU IvoryR1 White Alpin
glossy

CISTERNA Colours

CISTERNA 45  in White Alpin with COMO SHOWER  in solid stainless steelCISTERNA 60C in Graphite

AM Almond
Do you want a continuous sink area with an easy-clean worktop? The 
Cisterna range of undercounter sinks meets all your requirements. 
The seamless installation below the worktop increases the usable 
work surface – and cleaning couldn’t be easier. The perfect symbiosis 
of elegant worktop and extravagant sink area gives kitchens of all 
sizes an attractive look.  

villeroyboch.com/cisterna-kitchen

23CISTERNA



CONDOR
Timeless classic in all its  forms

24



CONDOR Colours

CONDOR 60

CONDOR 45

villeroyboch.com/condor-kitchen

The Condor range is a classic that, thanks to its numerous different 
formats, is suitable for any kitchen. Functionally well thought-out, 
the 45 format in particular is great for small kitchens. Condor is 
available in all ceramic colours for perfect colour coordination in 
your kitchen.

CONDOR FORMS&COLOURS

JO Chromite
glossy

S5 Ebony

KD Fossil

SL Stone i4 Graphite

TR Timber SM Steam

KR Crema
glossy

FU Ivory

KG Snow White
glossy

RW Stone 
White

R1 White Alpin
glossy

AM Almond
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CORNER SINKS
Cutting no corners when it comes to style
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KG Snow White
glossy

RW Stone 
White

TR TimberKR Crema
glossy

JO Chromite
glossy

S5 EbonyKD FossilSM Steam SL Stone i4 Graphite

FU IvoryR1 White Alpin
glossy

CORNER SINKS Colours 

SOLO CORNER  in White Alpin with COMO SHOWER  in solid stainless steel

AM Almond

Every kitchen has its corners and edges. A corner sink can be 
installed to ensure that the space in the corner is not wasted. A 
multifunctional kitchen sink offers a range of uses in a small space. 
Villeroy&Boch offers two special ceramic corner sinks that are 
 suitable for a corner undersink cabinet. Solo Corner has a timeless 
and premium quality and is distinguished by its successful form and 
practical sink layout. With Arena Corner, the corner becomes the 
focal point in the kitchen: a sink with a traditional design and soft, 
spacious features. The large main bowl with the practical draining 
area is ideal for comfortable workflows.

villeroyboch.com/solocorner-kitchen 

villeroyboch.com/arenacorner-kitchen

27CORNER SINKS



Excitingly understated forms
FLAVIA
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FLAVIA Colours

JO Chromite
glossy

SM SteamTR Timber

SL Stone i4 Graphite

FU IvoryKR Crema
glossy

KG Snow White
glossy

RW Stone 
White

R1 White Alpin
glossy

KD Fossil

S5 Ebony

AM Almond

FLAVIA 50  in Crema with

COMO SHOWER  in solid stainless steel

FLAVIA FORMS&COLOURS

FLAVIA 60

FLAVIA 50

The allrounder for every day: the premium Flavia 
ceramic sink range offers a timeless, understated 
design together with intelligent functionality. Whether 
harmoniously integrated in the kitchen’s colour concept 
or a deliberate contrast with the surrounding area, the 
diverse colour variations of the ceramic sinks meet all 
interior design requirements. Flavia is ideal for both 
modern and classical kitchen fronts and furnishings. 

villeroyboch.com/flavia-kitchen

29FLAVIA



MONUMENTUM
The giant in the kitchen
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MONUMENTUM in Stone White with
COMO SHOWER  in solid stainless steel 

MONUMENTUM Colours

KG Snow White
glossy

RW Stone 
White

TR TimberKR Crema
glossy

JO Chromite
glossy

S5 EbonyKD FossilSM Steam SL Stone i4 Graphite

FU IvoryR1 White Alpin
glossy

AM Almond

Clear structures, geometric forms and a large functional area: the 
Monumentum ceramic corner module makes the most of all the  
available corner space offering plenty of scope for all tasks involving 
the kitchen sink. The attractive sink is ideal in every modern, 
comfortable kitchen where chefs like to practice their skills. Thanks 
to its deliberately solid design, Monumentum has a strong presence 
that makes the sink area a striking eye-catcher. 

villeroyboch.com/monumentum-kitchen

31MONUMENTUM



SILUET
The beauty of fine forms
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SILUET 60  in Graphite with UMBRELLA FLEX  in Anthracite

Siluet offers a winning combination of sensuous and delicate lines 
made possible by the new ceramic material TitanCeram. The 
supporting rim is extremely slim, the corners have very narrow radii 
and the inside of the sink features straight lines. So Siluet highlights 
a simple, minimalist furnishing style and looks particularly good in 
modern kitchens; both as a countertop variant and flush-mounted.

villeroyboch.com/siluet-kitchen

33SILUET



SILUET 50 FLAT  in White Alpin with COMO X in solid stainless steel
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SILUET 60 R  in Stone White with FINERA  in Anthracite

SILUET 50 FLAT in White Alpin with COMO X  in solid stainless steel

Siluet is a fascinating design highlight that was developed for true 
lovers of aesthetics. With three models in 13 different colour shades, 
Siluet offers you maximum design freedom. The TitanCeram proper-
ties ensure the durability of the delicate design. The CeramicPlus 
finish is particularly hygienic and easy to clean. A selection of 
premium accessories greatly enhances the practicality of the sink, for 
example, stainless steel steamer trays with wire baskets or a walnut 
cutting board that can be used for easy preparation above the sink.

Sensuality 
meets precision

35SILUET



SILUET FORMS&COLOURS
SILUET Colours

SILUET 60 R

SILUET 50

SILUET 60

SILUET 45

JO Chromite
glossy

SM SteamTR Timber

SL Stone i4 Graphite

FU IvoryKR Crema
glossy

KG Snow White
glossy

RW Stone 
White

R1 White Alpin
glossy

KD Fossil

S5 Ebony

AM Almond
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SILUET INSTALLATION TYPES

 FLAT
Flush-fitted, with its own unique elegance, the Siluet kitchen sink highlights a puristic, 
modern design concept. The continuous worktops seem even more spacious. In addition, 
a flush-fitting kitchen sink is even easier to clean and so particularly hygienic.

 BUILT-IN SINK
As a built-in variant, the Siluet kitchen sink is placed onto the worktop from above. So the 
sink area is clearly distinct from the rest of the work surface. Thanks to its particularly 
delicate design with narrow supporting rim, Siluet in this version also becomes a har -
monious part of your kitchen design.

37SILUET



BUTLER SINKS
Timelessly modern for an individual touch
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BUTLER SINK, DOUBLE BOWL in Stone White with STEEL EXPERT COMPACT  in solid stainless steel

BUTLER SINK, SINGLE BOWL in White Alpin with  
AVIA 2.0  in solid stainless steel

Whether a single or double bowl, the classical butler sink is a time-
less character piece for the kitchen. It meets today’s needs in full and 
looks equally good in a country house or modern style.

villeroyboch.com/butlersinks

39BUTLER SINKS



BUTLER SINK, DOUBLE BOWL in White Alpin with White Pearl décor with AVIA 2.0  in solid stainless steel

40



BUTLER SINK, SINGLE BOWL in White Alpin with Mosaïque décor with MODERN STEEL  in solid stainless steel

BUTLER SINK Colours

KT White Pearl M1 MosaïqueJO Chromite
glossy

SM SteamTR Timber

SL Stone i4 Graphite

FU IvoryKR Crema
glossy

KG Snow White
glossy

RW Stone 
White

R1 White Alpin
glossy

KD Fossil

S5 Ebony

AM Almond

41BUTLER SINKS



SUBWAY
As diverse as life itself
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SUBWAY 60 XL in Graphite with UMBRELLA FLEX in solid stainless steel

Subway offers everything you could want from a sink: whether a 
spacious bowl and large draining area for all ingenious chefs, the 
minimalist model as an undercounter variant or a single basin for 
households that prize simplicity. Thanks to their unique variety, they 
meet all manner of needs to optimum effect. 

villeroyboch.com/subway-kitchen

43SUBWAY



SUBWAY 45 COMPACT in White Alpin with SORANO SHOWER  in solid stainless steel
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SUBWAY 60 XL  in White Alpin with
STEEL EXPERT 2.0  in solid stainless steel

Subway fits in every kitchen. Its clear design cuts a stylish figure in 
modern kitchens as well as in a classic setting. And with several sizes 
available for base cabinets of different widths, it leaves nothing to be 
desired, even when space is at a premium. The Subway 60 XL with 
its extra-wide sink and large draining board is up for practically any 
challenge, and the Subway 45 offers plenty of comfort without the 
need for so much space. Discover the whole range.

The right size 
for every 

  kitchen

45SUBWAY



SUBWAY FORMS&COLOURS
SUBWAY Colours

JO Chromite
glossy

S5 Ebony

SM Steam

KD Fossil SL Stone i4 Graphite

FU Ivory TR Timber

KG Snow White
glossy

RW Stone 
White

KR Crema
glossy

R1 White Alpin
glossy

AM Almond

SUBWAY 60

SUBWAY 60 XM

SUBWAY STYLE 60

SUBWAY 60 XM FLAT

SUBWAY 60 S

SUBWAY 60 SU

46



SUBWAY

SUBWAY INSTALLATION

 FLAT
Flush-fitting installation has several advantages: continuity along the 
worktop is a sign of modernity in the kitchen – and also means lower 
maintenance, being easier to clean and keep hygienic. The Flat 
variant is available in ten colours – for your personal design ideas in 
the modern kitchen.

 BUILT-IN SINK
Functional and attractive: the built-in variant of the ceramic sink is 
inserted into the worktop from above. It is ideal for combination 
with kitchen worktops in a variety of different materials. 13 on-trend 
colours highlight the unique design claim.

 UNDERCOUNTER
Exquisite and discreet: the undercounter sink is installed below the 
worktop. The resulting sink area has no raised edges and the worktop 
extends as far as the contours of the sink. The undercounter sinks 
are also available in 13 colours.

47



SUBWAY STYLE
As diverse as life itself
48



The Subway Style 60 S and Subway Style 50 S single-bowl units 
take functionality and accessories to a whole new level. The new 
units do without a strainer bowl and draining area. The narrow 
all-round step provides for an additional functional level instead. 
For added convenience when preparing food, modern design 
options and variety in your life.

villeroyboch.com/subwaystyle

SUBWAY STYLE 50 S in Graphite with  JUNIS SHOWER 
in solid stainless steel

SUBWAY STYLE 45 in Almond with  STEEL EXPERT 2.0 in Anthracite

KG Snow White
glossy

RW Stone 
White

TR TimberKR Crema
glossy

JO Chromite
glossy

S5 EbonyKD FossilSM Steam SL Stone i4 Graphite

FU IvoryR1 White Alpin
glossy

SUBWAY STYLE Colours

AM Almond

49SUBWAY STYLE



High-quality ceramic sinks shrug off all kinds of rough use: the slam-
ming down of pans, bubbling pots or hot teapots. You can place an 
oven dish in these sinks or use them to defrost frozen food: The 
robust surfaces of our Subway Style kitchen sinks are extremely 
hard-wearing and temperature-resistant. And should a knife slip out 
of your hand, that’s no problem, either. The high-quality materials 
and manufacturing processes also ensure that cuts and knocks leave 
virtually no trace.

Impressively    
 hard-wearing 
and durable

SUBWAY STYLE 45 in Almond

SUBWAY STYLE 45 in Almond with STEEL EXPERT 2.0  in Anthracite

50



SUBWAY STYLE 45 in Almond with STEEL EXPERT 2.0  in Anthracite
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SUBWAY STYLE 60 S in Ebony with accessories with  SUBWAY STYLE SHOWER in solid stainless steel
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SUBWAY STYLE 60 S in Ebony with accessories with SUBWAY STYLE SHOWER in solid stainless steel

SUBWAY STYLE 60 S in Ebony with accessories with  
SUBWAY STYLE SHOWER in solid stainless steel

SUBWAY STYLE 60 in Stone with  
SUBWAY STYLE SHOWER in solid stainless steel

53SUBWAY STYLE



TIMELINE
When design concentrates 

on the essentials
54



TIMELINE 60 FLAT in White Alpin with STEEL SHOWER in solid stainless steel

Perfect purism: clear, flowing forms and a smooth design free from 
any edges – this is the unique and inimitable Timeline range. The 
ceramic sink not only looks elegant and modern but it also offers an 
impressive functionality. The draining area has a gentle slope 
towards the bowl – enabling water to quickly flow off. Thanks to the 
large bowl and the flexible positioning of the tap, all Timeline sinks 
are comfortable and easy to use.   

villeroyboch.com/timeline-kitchen

55TIMELINE



TIMELINE 60 in Chromite with COMO SHOWER in solid stainless steel 
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TIMELINE FORMS&COLOURS

TIMELINE 50

TIMELINE 50

TIMELINE 60

TIMELINE Colours

JO Chromite
glossy

S5 Ebony

SM Steam

KD Fossil SL Stone i4 Graphite

FU Ivory TR Timber

KG Snow White
glossy

RW Stone 
White

KR Crema
glossy

R1 White Alpin
glossy

AM Almond

57TIMELINE



TAPS AND FITTINGS
Good design and attractive colours 

add that definitive final touch
58



Gold Bronze Matt BlackAnthraciteSolid  
stainless steel

Polished  
stainless steel

FINERA AVIA 2.0UMBRELLA

villeroyboch.com/kitchentaps-colours

COLOURFUL DESIGNS
Our taps and fittings are perfectly matched to the kitchen sinks.  
6 lightfast colours are available for selected collections and add the 
finishing touch to a harmonious colour scheme. 

TAPS AND FITTINGS Colours

A sink in outstanding quality deserves a kitchen tap to match. The 
kitchen taps and fittings from Villeroy&Boch combine technical 
innovations with appealing, stylish design. Matching the ceramic 
sinks in our range to perfection, they blend harmoniously into 
any room scenario. The high-tech taps are available in various 
modern finishes – the ideal choice to lend your kitchen that certain 
something.

villeroyboch.com/kitchentaps

59COLOURFUL DESIGNS



villeroyboch.com/kitchentaps-functions

ADVANTAGES OF TAPS AND FITTINGS

PREMIUM  
STAINLESS STEEL
Thanks to premium stainless steel, the tap fittings are more robust, 
rust-proof, easy to clean, lead-free and durable. The components 
inside are sourced from European market leaders.

 ADVANTAGES OF TAP FITTINGS

Intelligent details for sophisticated kitchens

MAXIMUM  
COMFORT
Taps at a convenient height offering great freedom of movement – 
ideal for cleaning baking trays and large pots and pans.

EASY 
INSTALLATION
Fastening system with high-quality, standardised components for 
swift and simple installation.

60



LAMINAR JET
The new laminar jet is ultra-quiet, crystal  
clear and very hygienic. It envelopes foods 
and objects like a second skin during rinsing,  
providing for a very pleasant feeling and largely  
avoiding any splashing.

SPRAY JET
The efficient spray jet delivers plenty of power at 
low flow rates – ideal for cleaning baking trays, pots 
and pans.

COMFORTJET
The aerated comfort jet saves water and is conven- 
ient for rinsing food and kitchen utensils.

villeroyboch.com/kitchentaps-spraytypes

Experience the 
laminar jet

THE RIGHT TYPE OF JET FOR EVERY PURPOSE

Because there’s water ... water ... and water

61SPRAY MODES



AVIA 2.0

AVIA 2.0 

AVIA 2.0
Creating  confident 
  design accents

Avia 2.0 is a classical, elegant tap with a solid body and attractive 
outlet. The unusual handle in particular is distinctive. This tap 
fitting will be popular with anyone who likes both a nostalgic and a 
contemporary look.

villeroyboch.com/avia2-kitchen
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COMO ANTHRACITE

COMO ANTHRACITE

Our classic tap fitting is now also available in a hard-wearing, robust 
and stylish anthracite finish – fully in keeping with the latest trend in 
kitchen furnishings. Embellish your sink area with a definitive touch 
of style.

villeroyboch.com/como-kitchen

A sleek highlight 
 to crown your sink

  in style

COMO 
 ANTHRACITE
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COMO

COMO

Como boasts a clear-cut design and the utmost in functionality. 
The tall, horizontal outlet of the Sky and Shower Sky models 
underscores the linear design and offers particular comfort when 
doing the dishes. Como Window is a stylish solution for sinks 
located in front of a window: the tap can be extracted quickly, 
easily and without tools, and laid on its side or in the sink, to be 
replaced afterwards with equal ease.

villeroyboch.com/como-kitchen

  Reduced to  
maximum comfort

COMO

64



COMO 

COMO SKY

COMO SHOWER

COMO WINDOW

COMO X

COMO SWITCH

Adapts to your
requirements

65



FINERA

FINERA SQUARE

FINERA

FINERA

FINERA

Exquisite Finera boasts stylish design in modern finishes and a user- 
friendly handle. The tap fitting has everything covered, with a swivel 
range of 360°. The convenient height offers full freedom of move- 
ment to make easy work of cleaning large baking trays, pots or pans. 
The Finera Square variant with its striking angular design provides 
an additional touch of extravagance in the kitchen.

villeroyboch.com/finera-kitchen

FINERA
For real 
  personalities
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JUNIS SHOWER/JUNIS SKY SHOWER

JUNIS SKY SHOWER 

JUNIS SHOWER 

JUNIS SHOWER/ 
JUNIS SKY SHOWER

The all-rounder 
for a timeless kitchen

All-rounders are always a boon – especially in the kitchen. The flexible shape, the pull-out, hand-held spray 
with two spray modes and the two height variants make Junis a prime choice every time. The modern and 
user-friendly tap suits many different lifestyles and kitchen scenarios. From washing fruit and vegetables 
without splashing to efficient cleaning of pots, pans and even baking sheets, Junis ticks all the boxes.

villeroyboch.com/junis-kitchen
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STEEL SHOWER

MODERN STEEL

MODERN STEEL/STEEL SHOWER

Modern Steel has an impressive, linear and modern design. Solid 
stainless steel skilfully underscores the purist and functional form of 
the tap. Steel Shower is a particularly functional variant. Enjoy 
maximum freedom of movement and complete ease of use in the 
sink area thanks to the retractable hand spray. Both models are also 
available as a low-pressure version.

villeroyboch.com/modernsteel-kitchen 

villeroyboch.com/steelshower-kitchen

MODERN 
STEEL/STEEL 
SHOWER
Design the perfect line
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SORANO

SORANO

SORANO SHOWER

SORANO SKY SHOWER

The tap fittings in the Sorano range are rectilinear, authentic and 
modern. The solid stainless steel body, a particularly impressive 
feature in the taller Sorano Sky, sets a clear style statement with its 
striking design. The ideal range of tap fittings for confident, practical 
and minimalist kitchens.

villeroyboch.com/sorano-kitchen

SORANO
Masculine accent 
    for the kitchen
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STEEL EXPERT 2.0/STEEL EXPERT COMPACT

STEEL EXPERT 2.0

The striking Steel Expert 2.0 is a high-reach state-of-the-art tap that’s 
just the thing for home-cooking pros. An integrated changeover 
 function serves to switch between laminar and spray jet. The spout 
with coil spring is additionally swivel-mounted and comes with a 
practical magnetic holder. The lower Steel Expert Compact is ideal 
for installation under wall cupboards. For fine dining flair in the 
comfort of your home.

villeroyboch.com/SteelExpert20-SteelExpertCompact-kitchen

The tap fitting 
  for home-cooking

STEEL  
EXPERT 2.0/ 
STEEL EXPERT  
COMPACT
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STEEL EXPERT 2.0/STEEL EXPERT COMPACT

STEEL EXPERT COMPACT

STEEL EXPERT COMPACTSTEEL EXPERT 2.0
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SUBWAY STYLE SHOWER

SUBWAY STYLE SHOWER

The state-of-the-art Subway Style Shower combines functionality and 
user-friendliness with cutting-edge design. The ergonomically shaped 
pull-out hand spray fitting offers two jet modes to meet the highest 
requirements in daily use. With its solid stainless steel body in two 
colour variants, the tap also makes its mark as a design highlight in 
the sink area.

villeroyboch.com/kitchentaps

SUBWAY  
STYLE  
SHOWER
High-end design 
 in bold anthracite
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UMBRELLA/UMBRELLA FLEX

UMBRELLA FLEX

UMBRELLA

A design that lives up to its name: the Umbrella range features a slim, 
arched spout similar to the shape of an umbrella handle. In the 
Umbrella Flex model, the hand-held spray fitting is concealed inside 
the outlet. The Umbrella is available in five trendy finishes.

villeroyboch.com/umbrella-kitchen

UMBRELLA/ 
UMBRELLA 
FLEX

E legant forms
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Stainless steel hanging bowl. Practical when preparing 
and cooking food.

Oak cutting board. Practical feature for working on different levels at the sink.

Strainer bowl. Easier and quicker removal of 
kitchen waste.

Stainless steel hanging bowl and oak cutting board complement each other to perfection for even greater 
comfort when preparing food.

Practical pleasures
ACCESSORIES
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Draining rack in brushed aluminium. Diverse uses as draining board and surface protection. Stainless-steel salad basket. Practical protection 
when doing the dishes.

Wire basket and bowl made of stainless steel. Accesso-
ries that complement each other perfectly.

Every good kitchen needs the right material. High-quality kitchen accessories must be of excellent quality if they are to meet the needs of everyday life. 
Villeroy&Boch sets great store by intelligent details: complement your sink with perfectly fitting accessories such as wire baskets, strainer bowls, waste 
bowls or cutting boards.

Square and round pop-up wastes. Designed to match your tap fittings and available in both a matt and 
high-gloss finish.
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Soap dispenser made of stainless steel. Elegant look to match many tap 
fitting and sinks.

Soap dispenser in stainless steel. Perfectly matched to 
the design and finish of our tap fittings.

Outlet cover made of stainless steel. Suitable for all Villeroy&Boch sinks, 
dishwasher-safe.

     Stylish right down to the last detail
ACCESSORIES
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OVERVIEW OF MODULES
UNDERSINK CABINET 90 CM / 80 CM WIDE UNDERSINK CABINET 60 CM WIDE

BUTLER SINK 90 X BUTLER SINK 80 X BUTLER SINK 60 X

89.5 x 55 x 22 cm
Art. no. 6390

79.5 x 50 x 22 cm
Art. no. 6380

59.5 x 50 x 20  cm
Art. no. 6360

MONUMENTUM

89.6 x 89.6 cm
for corner cabinet, diagonal 45°
with 90 cm side length
Art. no. 3303

BUTLER SINK, DOUBLE BOWL

89.5 x 63 x 22 cm
Art. no. 6323

BUTLER SINK, SINGLE BOWL

59.5 x 63 x 22 cm
Art. no. 6320

OVERVIEW OF CORNER SINKS
UNDERSINK CABINET 90 CM WIDE

ARENA CORNER

97.5 x 62.5 cm
only for corner installation – minimum width of 
undersink cabinet with corner installation: 90 cm
Art. no. 6729

SOLO CORNER

107.5 x 60 cm
only for corner installation – minimum width of 
undersink cabinet with corner installation: 90 cm
Art. no. 6708

OVERVIEW OF BUILT-IN SINKS
UNDERSINK CABINET 80 CM WIDE

SUBWAY 80 ARCHITECTURA 80

116 x 51 cm
Art. no. 6726

116 x 51 cm
Art. no. 3380

Flush installation Basin, reversibleBasin, rightBasin, left

UNDERSINK CABINET 60 CM WIDE

ARCHITECTURA 60

100 x 51 cm
Art. no. 3360

ARCHITECTURA 60 XR

100 x 51 cm
Art. no. 3365
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UNDERSINK CABINET 60 CM WIDE

Flush installation Basin, reversibleBasin, rightBasin, left

OVERVIEW OF BUILT-IN AND UNDERCOUNTER SINKS

SUBWAY 60 XL

100 x 51 cm
Art. no. 6719
Art. no. 6718

SUBWAY 60 S

60 x 51 cm
Art. no. 3309

SUBWAY STYLE 60

100 x 51 cm
Art. no. 3361
Art. no. 3362

SUBWAY 60 XM

62 x 51 cm
Art. no. 6780

SUBWAY 60

100 x 51 cm
Art. no. 6712
Art. no. 6770

SUBWAY SYTLE 60 S

60 x 51 cm
Art. no. 3366
Art. no. 336A

101 x 51 cm
Art. no. 3304

FLAVIA 60

100 x 51 cm
Art. no. 6759

CONDOR 60

100 x 51 cm
Art. no. 3337

SILUET 60 R

100 x 51 cm
Art. no. 3336

SILUET 60 SILUET 60 S

60 x 51 cm
Art. no. 3346

55 x 44 cm
Art. no. 6706

CISTERNA 60C

54.5 x 44 cm
Art. no. 3310

SUBWAY 60 SU SUBWAY 60 XU

54.5 x 44 cm
Art. no. 6758

TIMELINE 60

100 x 51 cm
Art. no. 6790
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SUBWAY 45 

78 x 51 cm
Art. no. 6714
Art. no. 6772

SILUET 45 

80 x 51 cm
Art. no. 3334

SUBWAY 45 COMPACT

65 x 51 cm
Art. no. 3313
Art. no. 3312

SUBWAY 45 SU

37.5 x 44 cm
for undercounter
Art. no. 3324

ARCHITECTURA 45

80 x 51 cm
Art. no. 3340

CISTERNA 45

37 x 43.5 cm
for undercounter
Art. no. 6704

SUBWAY 45 XS

47.5 x 51 cm
Art. no. 6781

CONDOR 45

80 x 51 cm
Art. no. 6745

ARCHITECTURA 50

86 x 51 cm
Art. no. 3350

FLAVIA 50

90 x 51 cm
Art. no. 3305

SILUET 50

90 x 51 cm
Art. no. 3335

44 x 44 cm
Art. no. 3325

SUBWAY 50 SU

51 x 51 cm
Art. no. 3345

SILUET 50 S

90 x 51 cm
Art. no. 3351
Art. no. 3352

SUBWAY STYLE 50

78 x 51 cm
Art. no. 3347
Art. no. 3348

SUBWAY STYLE 45CISTERNA 50

44.5 x 44.5 cm
Art. no. 6703

TIMELINE 50

90 x 51 cm
Art. no. 3307

SUBWAY 50 S

52.5 x 51 cm
Art. no. 3315

UNDERSINK CABINET 50 CM WIDE

SUBWAY STYLE 50 S

50 x 51 cm
Art. no. 3355
Art. no. 335A

UNDERSINK CABINET 45 CM WIDE

UNDERSINK CABINET 45 CM WIDE
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OVERVIEW OF TAPS AND FITTINGS

AVIA 2.0

Art. no. 9240 00  
Art. no. 9240 11 (*)

COMO SKY SHOWER

Art. no. 9279 00

COMO SHOWER

Art. no. 9252 00
Art. no. 9252 11 (*)

COMO WINDOW

Art. no. 9257 00

COMO

Art. no. 9251 00
Art. no. 9251 11 (*)

COMO SWITCH

Art. no. 9272 00

COMO SKY

Art. no. 9278 00

COMO SHOWER WINDOW

Art. no. 9258 00

COMO X

Art. no. 9275 00

JUNIS SKY SHOWER

Art. no. 9282 00

FINERA SQUARE

Art. no. 9271 00

STEEL SHOWER

Art. no. 9697 01
Art. no. 9697 11 (*)

FINERA

Art. no. 9270 00

MODERN STEEL

Art. no. 9668 01
Art. no. 9668 11 (*)

JUNIS SHOWER

Art. no. 9281 00

SORANO

Art. no. 9266 00

SORANO SHOWER

Art. no. 9268 00

STEEL EXPERT 
COMPACT

Art. no. 9273 00

SORANO SKY SHOWER

Art. no. 9269 00

UMBRELLA

Art. no. 9253 00

SORANO SKY

Art. no. 9267 00

SUBWAY STYLE SHOWER

Art. no. 9285 00
Art. no. 9285 11 (*)

STEEL EXPERT 2.0

Art. no. 9280 00

UMBRELLA FLEX

Art. no. 9254 00

(*) = Low-pressure model
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KITCHEN APPLIANCES 
AND FURNISHINGS 

by VILLEROY&BOCH

Modern lifestyle and supreme
convenience for your kitchen 
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facebook.com/villeroyandboch

All the information at  the click of a mouse
Discover all the products, inspiring ideas and practical tips:

villeroyboch.com/kitchen

VISIT US ONLINE
You’ll find news and inspiration on our website and our Instagram, 
Facebook, Pinterest and TikTok social media channels.

villeroyboch.com/kitchen

tiktok.com/@villeroyboch

pinterest.com/villeroyandboch

Scan with Pinterest

instagram.com/villeroyboch

ONLINE 83
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Villeroy&Boch AG
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